The Green IT checklist is a quick and easy tool to complete with your IT manager that
leads you through some questions to help you identify:
1. Opportunities to reduce waste, energy and costs through efficient use and procurement of sustainable IT assets.
2. Tips on how to implement environmental initiatives at your workplace, and quick facts and links that build the
case for these initiatives.
3. Ideas to get your colleagues engaged.

How do I fill out the checklist?
STEP 1 – Book a Meeting with your IT Manager or an IT professional: Find a time to meet with an IT professional at
your company. They will be able to help you answer some of the questions you’re unsure of. Here’s a sample e-mail you
can use to reach out:
Hi [Insert name of IT Manager or IT professional],
I am reaching out because I am a part of the green team here at [company], and our goal is to find ways to reduce our
company’s environmental impact at work. You may have heard of activities that we have organized in the past, such as
[insert activity/activities].
This year, we are looking for ideas on how to reduce our company’s environmental impact of IT, and we came across
this tool called the Green IT Checklist. The tool aims to provide insight into opportunities to reduce a company’s waste
and energy usage (and associated costs) through efficient use and procurement of sustainable IT assets.
I was wondering if you would be willing to sit down for a meeting and go through this checklist with me on [insert
proposed date and time]? Our plan is to take the information from the checklist and work with you and to find solutions
on how to reduce our company’s environmental impact from IT.
If you have any additional questions, don’t hesitate to reach out!
Thanks,
[Your name]
STEP 2 – Fill out the Checklist online with an IT professional. Here’s how:
1. Mark an X in the box that corresponds to your answer, then click the hyperlink beside the box to learn more
2. Take note of some opportunities that your office could have to reduce its IT impact.
STEP 3 – To earn your Smart Office Challenge certificate of recognition, let us know you’ve gone through the
checklist by completing a quick survey.
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Click your answer below to find actions, quick facts and tips to help improve the waste and energy impact of your
office’s PCs, printers and paper.
Q #1: Are individual printers common on people’s desks?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #2: Do you have separate printers, scanners and fax machines?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #3: Is your printer set to automatically print on both sides of the paper
(duplex)?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #4: Do you see print jobs left uncollected at the end of the day?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #5: Do you switch off all your printers, scanners and fax machines at the
end of the day and on weekends?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #6: Have you loaded software to help you manage printer settings and
track energy and paper usage?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #7: Do you know how much paper you use?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #8: Do you encourage behavior or employ strategies to reduce
unnecessary printing?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #9: Do all of your PCs have the power saving features enabled?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #10: Do all employees shut down their computers and monitors at the
end of the day?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #11: Has your organization taken steps to make your data more secure
(ex. through means like user authentication printing)?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Click your answer below to find actions, quick facts and tips to see how your office can improve its purchasing
practices to be more environmentally responsible.
Q #12: Are your devices older than five years old?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #13: Do you have many different makes and types of printers?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #14: Are you using FSC certified or paper that contains recycled
content?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #15: Are all of your PCs, printers and monitors Energy Star certified?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #16: Are all of your PCs and printers EPEAT registered?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #17: Do your printer cartridges contain recycled content?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #18: Do you have power bars that allow switching off of all accessories?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #19: Do you have any green procurement policies and/or practices for
any of your IT equipment?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW
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Click your answer below to find actions, quick facts and tips to learn about how servers and data centers can
have an environmental impact in your office.
Q #20: Are your employees aware of the environmental footprint related to
sending an e-mail?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #21: Do you know how much energy your organization’s servers are
and/or data center is using?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #22: Do you take steps to improve the IT efficiency of your servers or
data center?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #23: Has your organization adopted the cloud for some of its IT
operations?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #24: Has your organization thought about how it can use the “Internet of
Things” to increase efficiency?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Click your answer below to find actions, quick facts and tips to see how IT tools can improve the impact of your
employee and business travel.
Q #25: Do you have IT tools that enable you to avoid travel where possible
such as phone and Internet policies to allow working from home?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #26: Do you have Skype / video conferencing / phone conference lines?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #27: Do you have commuter ride share programs?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #28: For the tools and programs above, do employees know:
– How to access them?
– How to use them?
– Are they incented to use them?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #29: Do you track how much they are used?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Click your answer below to find actions, quick facts and tips on responsibly recycling electronic equipment and
accessories at end of life.
Q #30: Do you ensure all printing equipment is responsibly recycled at end
of life (ex. cartridges, equipment, and paper)?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #31: Do you have a reuse / recycle program for used electronics (PCs,
monitors, mobile phones, tablets etc.)?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #32: Do you ensure that all office paper is properly recycled?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Q #33: Does your company educate employees on the importance of
responsibly recycling used electronic equipment?

YES

NO

I DON’T KNOW

Congratulations on completing the Green IT checklist! You’re now one step further to receiving your certificate of
recognition. Check out wwf.ca/smartoffice next steps on achieving your certificate.
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.
Q #1: Are individual printers common on people’s desks?
You answered YES.
In most companies, there is no need to have a printer for every employee. An average ratio is 1 printer for every 7
employees, but some go as high as 1-10 or as low as 1-4. All you need is a multi-function printer (MFP) that can:
1. Print- 2 sided (also called duplex).
2. Scan-to-email so that you can eliminate the need for paper files (unless legally required) or send hard
copies by courier / mail.
3. Copy (Used less if you have the scan-to-email function).

Quick Fact: If all imaging equipment in the U.S. was Energy Star certified, we could prevent 17 billion pounds of
greenhouse gas emissions every year. That’s about the same as taking 1.6 million vehicles off the road! Learn More.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #2: Do you have separate printers, scanners and fax machines?
You answered YES.
Every piece of IT equipment – printers, scanners and fax machines, consume electricity even when not in use
(unless you switch them off). Combining these functions into one device will help you save on electricity costs. HP’s
carbon footprint calculator allows you to calculate the electricity costs associated with different makes and models
of printers. How does your printer compare to the most energy efficient models?

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #3: Is your printer automatically set to print on both sides of the paper (duplex)?
You answered YES.
This is great! Remember, this doesn’t cost you anything and you’re saving up to 50% of your paper as a result of this
simple change!
Quick Tip: Making this change seems obvious to you as a green champion, but if you haven’t already done so,
encourage your colleagues to do the same. Letting your colleagues know about the savings associated with
initiatives like this can help to keep them engaged around your environmental campaigns and programs. You can
even ask your IT department to automatically set all printers to duplex printing if they haven’t done so already.
Quick Fact: The largest impact of printing comes from paper (see Table 1). If paper is not consumed responsibly,
that can add up to large costs for your organization.
Table 1: The Relative energy and GHG impacts for aspects of office imaging devices

Source: Life Cycle Analysis in the Printing Industry: A Review
Furthermore, according to a report by TD Bank, the cost of procurement represents less than 10% of the total costs
of paper management in an organization. That means when you reduce your paper impact, the cost savings will
amount to far more than just the cost of the paper; you’ll also save on the costs associated with managing it.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #4: Do you see print jobs left uncollected at the end of the day?
You answered YES.
Documents left uncollected on printers can add up to as much as 30% of your paper usage. To reduce this
unnecessary consumption, you can purchase software / hardware to set your printers to only print when an
employee stands at the printer and scans in their card or code. This method, known as user authentication printing,
also increases data privacy, particularly if you have mobile employees. This security is critically important to your
business when handling personally identifiable information, especially when taking existing legal considerations
into account.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #5: Do you switch off all your printers / scanners and fax machines at the end of the day and on weekends?
You answered YES.
Fantastic! Printers (and other electrical equipment) left on overnight and on weekends can add up in energy costs,
especially during those hot summer months where it can take more energy to cool down your office space.
Quick Tip: Take part in the Power Down Challenge to engage your employees in remembering to switch off their
PCs and monitors at the end of the day. More information on how to organize a Power Down Challenge is included
in the Smart Office Challenge toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #6: Have you loaded software to help you manage printer settings and track energy and paper usage?
You answered YES.
Nice work! Software like the free HP Web Jetadmin can cut down on your management time and produce reports
to help track, report on and improve your existing printing behaviour.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #7: Do you know how much paper you use?
You answered YES.
That’s a great first step! Understanding how much paper you currently use is key to demonstrating your savings!
The cost of paper alone represents a small portion of the total costs of paper management in an organization.
There are costs associated with processing, distribution, storage, retrieval and disposal that should all be taken
into account when thinking about your total cost of paper management. In fact, according to a report by TD bank,
the cost of procurement represents less than 10% of the total costs of paper management in an organization!
Quick Tip: Office paper use is the simplest place to start reducing your impact. However, you will probably use
paper in other areas of your business too, so don’t forget to consider other paper and wood-based products that
can be sourced from responsibly managed forests, like:
–
–
–

Purchased fliers / marketing materials
Packaging
Napkins, toilet paper and hand towels

–
–

Office supplies
Disposable plates and other kitchenware

For more information on the Forest Stewardship Council, check out the FSC website. You can also take a look at HP
Inc.’s zero deforestation goal and HP’s paper policy for ideas on creating a preferable paper policy of your own!

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #8: Do you encourage behavior or employ strategies to reduce unnecessary printing?
You answered YES.
Great work!
Quick Tip: Check out this Living Planet @ Work resource to find common initiatives to reduce your workplace
paper footprint, or take the Print Responsibly Challenge, found in the Smart Office Challenge Toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #9: Do all of your PCs have the power saving features enabled?
You answered YES.
Nice work!

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #10: Do all employees shut down their computers and monitors at the end of the day?
You answered YES.
Good! Computers and monitors still consume energy, even when in sleep or standby mode. By encouraging
employees to turn off their PCs and monitors each night, you are saving both energy and money.
Quick Tip: Find out how much energy your electronic devices take up when not turned off.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #11: Has your organization taken steps to make your data more secure (ex. through means like user
authentication printing)?
You answered YES.
That’s great! Not only does implementing printer security strategies minimize the risks associated with data breaches,
but it can help your organization reduce waste from unnecessary printing and save on costs.
Quick Fact: According to a Quocirca report, nearly 90 percent of enterprises say they have suffered at least one data
loss through unsecured printing! Learn More with HP’s new guidance document called the Printer Playbook.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #12: Are your devices older than five years old?
You answered YES.
If your PCs, printers and monitors are older than five years, their electricity consumption will be much higher. For
example, in 2015, the average HP printer is 25% more energy efficient than an equivalent five year old model. Even if
you bought an Energy Star certified product five years ago, the standard has changed and the new requirements for
Energy Star are much more stringent.
Quick Tips:
-

Check out HP’s sustainable IT purchasing guide for helpful tips and considerations you should make when
purchasing IT equipment, or check out the HP carbon footprint calculator to see how much energy and money
you could save.

-

If mobility is not needed in your workplace, you can purchase mini desktops to reduce the energy use of your
operations without compromising performance.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #13: Do you have many different makes and types of printers?
You answered YES.
If you have many different makes and models of printers in your office(s), you have a good opportunity to standardize
and save in two ways:
1. Standardize: Maintaining stocks of different supplies can be time consuming, expensive and even wasteful.
Reducing the number of and consolidating the types of printers will save your organization time and money.
2. Consider Managed Print Services: Instead of owning and maintaining your own printing equipment, consider
paying for the service of the equipment rather than the equipment itself. Managed Print Services can also allow
you to track more information on your organization’s printing habits, and will manage the responsible disposal of
the product at its end of life.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #14: Are you using FSC certified or paper that contains recycled content?
You answered YES.
Good job! To find out how to measure your paper consumption and its environmental attributes, download Living
Planet @ Work’s Paper Audit Guide.
Quick Fact: If you hold 2 pieces of paper up and try to tell which came from a responsibly managed forest and which
came from a clear cut forest, it is impossible to tell. The ONLY way to know is through eco-labels like the Forest
Stewardship Council (or FSC) logo.

Quick Tip: Having a policy on environmentally responsible printing is an important step to reducing your IT footprint. If
your organization does not have one already, work with your operations, finance and other relevant departments to
create one. Take a look at HP’s environmentally preferable paper policy for ideas on how you can structure your own.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #15: Are all of your PCs, printers and monitors Energy Star certified?
You answered YES.
Great! This means that you are selecting devices that are in the top 25% of lowest energy consuming products.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #16: Are all of your PCs and printers EPEAT registered?
You answered YES.
That’s great! There are a number of environmental benefits associated with purchasing EPEAT registered products.
Learn More.
Quick Tip: To calculate the environmental benefits of choosing EPEAT registered computers and enabling the power
management features on your devices, check out the Electronic Environmental Benefits Calculator for Computer
Products.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #17: Do your printer cartridges contain recycled content?
You answered YES.
Wonderful! When you purchase ink and toner cartridges that contain recycled content, you are reducing your
environmental impact by conserving valuable resources and saving on energy that would have been required to
manufacture a cartridge with 100% virgin materials.
Quick Fact: HP’s Planet Partners recycling program takes back used ink and toner cartridges for recycling and put
some of those materials back into newly manufactured cartridges. Currently, more than 80% of HP’s ink cartridges
and 100% of HP LaserJet cartridges contain recycled content.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #18: Do you have power bars that allow switching off of all accessories?
You answered YES.
Good job! Now what’s left is to ensure that employees switch off all equipment at the end of the day.
Employees often fail to switch off devices at the end of the day thinking it uses little power in sleep mode, but they
often forget about phantom power, which can add up in energy use and costs.
Quick Tip: Many people assume phantom power is so insignificant that they don’t need to worry about it. However, it
is estimated that in Canada we could eliminate 2 power stations if we got rid of all the phantom power used.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #19: Do you have any green procurement policies and/or practices for any of your IT equipment?
You answered YES.
That’s great to hear! For more details on buying greener electronics, check out HP’s Sustainable IT Purchasing
Guide.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #20: Are your employees aware of the environmental footprint related to sending an e-mail?
You answered YES.
So often, people don’t associate an environmental footprint with data usage because it seems invisible. However,
data is collected, processed, stored and managed in large data centers that together consume a considerable amount
of energy. Today, the public cloud — data centers accessed through the internet — uses more energy than Germany
and Japan combined! (Hewlett Packard Enterprise) To provide a very tangible example, sending and storing
unnecessary e-mails has a carbon impact that adds up. By reducing the number of unnecessary e-mails you send
and store, you are helping to reduce the carbon footprint of your organization. In fact, sending 65 e-mails has about
the same carbon footprint as driving an average-sized car about a kilometer! (Phys.org)

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #21: Do you know how much energy your organization’s servers are and/or data center is using?
You answered YES.
Wonderful! By knowing how much energy you’re consuming with your servers or in your data centers, you are on your
way to the next step of identifying where the inefficiencies are. This will help equip you to take steps to save on up to
80% of your data center’s energy consumption!
Quick Tip: Work with your IT department to determine ways to make your data center more efficient. Opportunities
can include:
-

Finding hotspots and reducing cooling power consumption
Consolidating your servers if they are not being used effectively
Purchasing deduplication software to eliminate unnecessary copies of files
Purchasing Energy Star certified servers

Quick Fact: HPE Power Advisor is an easy-to-use tool that estimates data center power requirements for server and
storage combinations. It’s available as an online tool or a downloadable application.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #22: Do you take steps to improve the IT efficiency of your servers or data center?
You answered YES.
Great! By taking action to eliminate the inefficiencies associated with data centers, you are helping to reduce your
company’s IT footprint. From new approaches to cloud computing to new, more compact data centers, which are
faster and more energy efficient than ever before, you can catalyze progress.
By optimizing performance and use of space, you can cut your energy use and associated carbon emissions.
Here are some steps you can take to reduce the negative environmental footprint of your data center.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Take advantage of highly optimized, efficient servers
Eliminate idle servers
Gain high server utilization rates
Measure and manage performance
Identify and eliminate areas of power waste
Redesign infrastructure and facilities
Fit more in a radically smaller footprint and scale in less time
Responsibly manage equipment at end of life

Quick Fact: According to a report commissioned by the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), minimizing hardware
needs and energy requirements would allow offsite servers to potentially prevent 85.7 million metric tons of annual
carbon emissions by 2020. Learn More.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #23: Has your organization adopted the cloud for some of its IT operations?
You answered YES.
Good! With the capacity to store and process huge amounts of information from anywhere in the world, the cloud is
revolutionizing computing.
This flexible, modular approach offers powerful solutions for increasingly complex data challenges. There are several
advantages to leveraging the cloud compared to the traditional method of managing all computing services in-house,
including reduced energy consumption, improved operational efficiency and decreased capital expenditure on IT
resources.
Quick Fact: According to research conducted by Google, businesses could save 60-85 percent of their energy costs
by simply switching to cloud.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #24: Has your organization thought about how it can use the “Internet of Things” to increase efficiency?
You answered YES.
Wonderful!
Imagine a city where streetlights save energy by automatically matching illumination levels to the amount of traffic and
ambient light, or where the lights order their own repairs and on-street Wi-Fi enables citizens to control homes from
their cars. These are two examples of the emerging capabilities of smart cities.
Smart cities are starting to become a reality, thanks to the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT)—a proliferation of
connected devices that collect and exchange data to improve accuracy, efficiency, and insight in our urban areas, and
there are possibilities for your organization to leverage the Internet of Things to make smarter and more efficient
decisions.
Real Life Example: Hewlett Packard Enterprise partnered with DS Virgin Racing to accelerate the efficiency of their
Formula E electric racing cars. HPE IoT solutions deliver real-time analysis of driver, car, and track data, offering new
insights and improving the performance of these zero emission cars. Processing power is provided by our energy,
space, and materials-efficient HPE Moonshot servers—ensuring that we conserve resources while meeting the data
needs of this exciting new industry.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #25: Do you have IT tools that enable you to avoid travel where possible such as phone and Internet
policies to allow working from home?
You answered YES.
Great! Check out more information on:
–
–
–

Conducting a workplace travel audit.
Implementing a Ride Share program: Sustainmobility
Finding out your carbon footprint from transportation methods like driving, flying and public transportation.

And, some Quick Facts and Tips:
–

Cars and Renewable Fuels: Before buying a new or used vehicle, check out the EPA green buying guide.
Highly fuel efficient cars, hybrids, and vehicles that use cleaner alternative fuels help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Click here to find another source for fuel economy ratings.

–

Flights: For business travel, consider whether a phone or video conference will get the job done. While flying
emits less carbon per mile traveled than driving, the distances traveled usually translate to greater emissions
overall. When you do need to fly, longer flight segments emit less carbon per mile than shorter flights. The
reason? Elevated carbon emissions during takeoff and landing are the same whether you are traveling 250
miles or 2500 miles.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #26: Do you have Skype / video conferencing / phone conference lines?
You answered YES.
Great start!

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #27: Do you have commuter ride share programs?
You answered YES.
Fantastic!
Quick Fact: Driving 10 percent less by walking, cycling, carpooling, or taking public transit, can reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 0.2 to 0.8 tonnes per year, depending on the vehicle. (Smart Commute)

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #28: For the programs above, do employees know:
– How to access them?
– How to use them?
– Are they incented to use them?
You answered YES.
Great work! Here are a few of our tips for getting buy-in from employees:
–
–
–
–
–

Communicate before and after demonstrating the savings or ease of use
Seek a leader to use and model to other employees
Offer convenient training or quick tips
Monitor usage – continuing to encourage peer to peer use and training
Celebrate savings

Also, don’t forget to contact LivingPlanetAtWork@wwfcanada.org to share your savings and successes with us!

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #29: Do you track how much they are used?
You answered YES.
Wonderful! As with all sustainability programs, measurement is key. Measuring your results will allow you to
communicate the savings to employees, and incorporate into a CSR report. If you are looking for help in writing your
first report, Living Planet @ Work has many tools that will help you along your journey.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #30: Do you ensure all printing equipment is responsibly recycled at end of life (ex. cartridges, equipment,
and paper)?
You answered YES.
Great! Do you know where your recycling goes or if all employees recycle?
Quick Fact: To leverage HP’s Planet Partners program, check out the video. This closed loop process has up to a
33% lower footprint than using new plastic!

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #31: Do you have a reuse / recycle program for used electronics (PCs, monitors, mobile phones, tablets
etc.)?
You answered YES.
Fantastic! Ensure that you audit your service provider if possible or at least confirm that they are listed here.
Quick Tips:
–
–
–

HP Planet Partners takes back toner and ink cartridges free of charge. Furthermore, HP Planet Partners
takes back any brand of IT equipment, along with packaging and other materials.
Watch videos on HP’s environmental programs and the cartridge and recycling process.
Order bags / boxes and shipping labels or simply drop it off at London Drugs or Staples stores. Find a battery
recycling location here.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #32: Do you ensure that all office paper is properly recycled?
You answered YES.
Great! All office paper should be recycled. Different systems for recycling can be used. For example, some recyclers
want paper mixed with other recyclable materials, while others want just the paper.
For those that have a recycling system, it’s important to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Find out where your recycled materials are going
Find out how the recycling company wants to receive these materials
Clearly communicate this to your employees
Regularly check this is being done well and recognize employees for doing it

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #33: Does your company educate employees on the importance of responsibly recycling used electronic
equipment?
You answered YES.
Good! It’s important to raise employee awareness around the importance of responsibly recycling e-waste both at
work and at home, as disposing of it improperly can lead to risks to human health, negative environmental
consequences, and potential data security concerns. Learn more.
Quick Tip: Take it to the next level and organize an e-waste event for your workplace! Recycle your used office
equipment and encourage employees to bring in used equipment of their own. For more tips on how to host your own
e-waste event, visit the Smart Office Challenge Toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #1: Are individual printers common on people’s desks?
You answered NO.
Good! There is no need to have a printer for every employee.
Quick Fact: If all imaging equipment in the U.S. was Energy Star certified, we could prevent 17 billion pounds of
greenhouse gas emissions every year. That’s about the same as taking 1.6 million vehicles off the road! Learn More.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #2: Do you have separate printers, scanners and fax machines?
You answered NO.
Great! Each piece of equipment consumes electricity. Combining these functions into one device will help you save on
electricity costs.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #3: Is your printer automatically set to print on both sides of the paper (duplex)?
You answered NO.
Automatically setting a printer to print double sided saves up to 50% of your paper. Paper is the largest impact from
printing (see Table 1) and in most cases, making this change does not cost you anything. Work with your IT
department to set the default setting on all printers to print double sided.
Table 1: The Relative energy and GHG impacts for aspects of office imaging devices

Source: Life Cycle Analysis in the Printing Industry: A Review
Quick Tip: Making this change seems obvious to you as a green champion, but if you haven’t already done so,
encourage your colleagues to do the same. Letting your colleagues know about the savings associated with
initiatives like this can help to keep them engaged around your environmental campaigns and programs. You can
even ask your IT department to automatically set all printers to duplex printing if they haven’t done so already.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #4: Do you see print jobs left uncollected at the end of the day?
You answered NO.
That’s great to hear! Documents left uncollected on printers can add up to as much as 30% of your paper usage, and
can become a critical privacy concern, especially when handling personally identifiable information.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #5: Do you switch off all your printers / scanners and fax machines at the end of the day and on
weekends?
You answered NO.
Printers (and other electrical equipment) left on overnight and on weekends can add up in energy costs,
especially during the hot summer months where it can take more energy to cool down your office space. Use
HP’s Carbon Footprint Calculator to find out what your savings could be (data for HP and non HP products are
listed in the calculator).
Quick Tip: Organize a Power Down challenge to engage your employees in remembering to switch off their PCs
and monitors. More information on how to organize a Power Down challenge is included in the Smart Office
Challenge toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #6: Have you loaded software to help you manage printer settings and track energy and paper usage?
You answered NO.
If you have a number of printers, but have to manually adjust each one to set on / off times or duplex setting, you are
missing the opportunity to leverage free software such as HP Web Jetadmin that can cut down on your management
time and produce reports for you. These reports can be used to tell your team if you are doing a good job of reducing
print, to give positive feedback to your employees and to provide data for a sustainability report.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #7: Do you know how much paper you use?
You answered NO.
Understanding how much paper you currently use is key to demonstrating your savings. If you only have data from
one office (or even just a portion of an office), you can easily estimate. You may also be able to get weight data from
your recycler (if you are recycling office paper). Download these Living Planet @ Work tools to help you identify your
annual quantity of paper used and its environmental attributes.
Quick Tip: Office paper use is the simplest place to start to reduce your impact. However, you will probably use paper
in other areas of your business too, so don’t forget to consider other paper and wood-based products such as:
–
–
–

Purchased fliers / marketing materials
Packaging
Napkins, toilet paper and hand towels

–
–

Office supplies like envelopes and notebooks
Disposable plates and other kitchenware

For more information on the Forest Stewardship Council, check out the FSC website. You can also take a look at
HP Inc.’s zero deforestation goal and HP’s paper policy for ideas on creating a preferable paper policy of your own!

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #8: Do you encourage behavior or employ strategies to reduce unnecessary printing?
You answered NO.
Quick Tip: In many businesses, there are legal requirements to print certain documents or to keep hard copy files.
Fortunately, these are slowly being changed. However, as a green champion it’s important to be aware of this and
not try to force print reduction strategies where they are not appropriate. You will likely be more successful if you
are sensitive to individual needs. Employees with vision issues or certain types of learning disabilities may require
to print more than others.
On the flip side, there are many ways to take print out of business processes. With scan to email and cloud
printers, we can consider them more like “on / off” ramps to the cloud, where data can be safely stored, searched,
accessed by the right people and archived.
For example, setting up a banking process to eliminate the need for hard copies also removes the need for
couriers to take the hard copies to head office, resulting in an even bigger footprint reduction!
Check out this Living Planet @ Work resource to find common initiatives to reduce your workplace paper footprint.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #9: Do all of your PCs have the power saving features enabled?
You answered NO.
The energy savings that come with buying an Energy Star certified PC can be undone by the user changing the
energy saving settings on the PC. To find out how to activate power management with your specific operating
system, click here.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #10: Do all employees shut down their computers and monitors at the end of the day?
You answered NO.
Computers and monitors still consume energy, even when in sleep or standby mode. By encouraging employees to
turn off their PCs and monitors each night, you are saving both energy and money.
Quick Fact: Find out how much energy your electronic devices take up when not turned off.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #11: Has your organization taken steps to make your data more secure (ex. through means like user
authentication printing)?
You answered NO.
Without effective security strategies, your organization could be at risk for data breaches. Furthermore, you might
be missing out on the opportunity to reduce waste from unnecessary printing and save on costs.
Quick Fact: According to a Quocirca report, nearly 90 percent of enterprises say they have suffered at least one
data loss through unsecured printing! Learn More with HP’s new guidance document called the Printer Playbook.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #12: Are your devices older than five years old?
You answered NO.
Good! Devices that are older than five years consume more electricity than their older counterparts. For example, in
2015, the average HP printer is 25% more energy efficient than an equivalent five year old model. Note: Even if you
bought an Energy Star certified product five years ago, the standard has changed and the new requirements for
Energy Star are much more stringent.
Check out HP’s sustainable IT purchasing guide for helpful tips and considerations you should make when
purchasing IT equipment.
Quick Tip: If mobility is not needed in your workplace, you can purchase mini desktops to reduce the energy use of
your operations without compromising performance.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #13: Do you have many different makes and types of printers?
You answered NO.
Good! Maintaining stocks of different supplies can be time consuming, expensive and even wasteful. Having the
same makes and models helps you standardize and save.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #14: Are you using FSC certified or paper that contains recycled content?
You answered NO.
Identify what type of paper you’re using (for the office, in packaging and shipping materials and printed materials). If
it does not contain recycled content or is not FSC certified, you should suggest making the change. To find out how
to measure your paper consumption and its environmental attributes, download Living Planet @ Work’s Paper Audit
Guide.
Note: Purchasing FSC-certified or paper containing recycled content can be more expensive than the nonenvironmentally responsible counterpart. Therefore, you will need to demonstrate that you can cut costs in other
in other ways (perhaps by reducing unnecessary printing) so that savings go towards purchasing more
responsible paper.
Quick Fact: If you hold 2 pieces of paper up and try to tell which came from a responsibly managed forest and
which came from a clear cut forest, it is impossible to tell. The ONLY way to know is through eco-labels like the
Forest Stewardship Council (or FSC) logo.
Quick Tip: Having a policy on environmentally responsible printing is an important step to reducing your IT
footprint. If your organization does not have one already, work with your operations, finance and other relevant
departments to create one. Take a look at HP’s environmentally preferable paper policy for ideas on how you can
structure your own.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #15: Are all of your PCs, printers and monitors Energy Star certified?
You answered NO.
To ensure your devices use as little energy as possible, buy only Energy Star certified products. This means that
you are selecting devices that are in the top 25% of lowest energy consuming products.
Energy Star applies to PCs, monitors, notebooks, printers, servers and tablets and more. You can check out the
energy consumption of HP PCs here (this tool allows you to calculate what your energy costs and greenhouse gas
emission are in each province).

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #16: Are all of your PCs and printers EPEAT registered?
You answered NO.
To save energy and further reduce your company’s environmental impact from IT, consider purchasing printers,
PCs, and other electronics that are EPEAT registered. EPEAT provides product ratings to electronics that support
organizations’ IT and sustainability goals. The system uses environmental criteria that address the full product
lifecycle, including product design, energy use and recycling. Learn More.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #17: Do your printer cartridges contain recycled content?
You answered NO.
Purchasing ink and toner cartridges with recycled content reduces your environmental impact by conserving
valuable resources and saving on energy that would have been required to manufacture a cartridge with 100%
virgin materials.
Quick Fact: HP’s Planet Partners recycling program takes back used ink and toner cartridges for recycling and put
some of those materials back into newly manufactured cartridges. Currently, more than 80% of HP’s ink cartridges
and 100% of HP LaserJet cartridges contain recycled content.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #18: Do you have power bars that allow switching off of all accessories?
You answered NO.
Employees often fail to switch off devices at the end of the day thinking it uses little power in sleep mode, but they
often forget about phantom power, which can add up in energy use and costs.
Quick Fact: While many people assume phantom power (power used when the device in not in use) is so
insignificant they don’t need to worry about it, it is estimated that in Canada we could eliminate 2 power stations if
we got rid of all the phantom power used. What’s one way to address the phantom power issue? Make it easy for
them to switch everything off at once by giving them a power bar on their desk.
Quick Tip: Try these tips to help solve the phantom power issue:
–
–
–

Educate employees using posters and other communication
Make it easy for them to switch everything off at once by giving them a power bar on their desk
Activate a Power Down challenge, reminding employees to power down each day! For more information on
how to organize a Power Down challenge, see the Smart Office Challenge toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #19: Do you have any green procurement policies and/or practices for any of your IT equipment?
You answered NO.
Check out Living Planet @ Work’s tools to help you develop a company procurement policy. And, for more details
on buying greener electronics, check out the HP’s White Paper on Sustainable IT Procurement.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #20: Are your employees aware of the environmental footprint related to sending an e-mail?
You answered NO.
So often, people don’t associate an environmental footprint with data usage because it seems invisible. However,
data is collected, processed, stored and managed in large data centers that together consume a considerable
amount of energy. Today, the public cloud—data centers accessed through the internet—uses more energy than
Germany and Japan combined! (Hewlett Packard Enterprise) To provide a very tangible example, sending and
storing unnecessary e-mails has a carbon impact that adds up. By reducing the number of unnecessary e-mails
you send and store, you are helping to reduce the carbon footprint of your organization. In fact, sending 65 e-mails
has about the same carbon footprint as driving an average-sized car about a kilometer! (Phys.org)
Quick Tip: Here are some tips to reduce your carbon footprint from e-mails:
– Delete e-mails if you think you will no longer need them.
– Don’t hit ‘reply all’ if you do not think it’s necessary.
– Instead of attaching a file to an e-mail, consider sending the link to a Sharepoint site or common drive.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #21: Do you know how much energy your organization’s servers are and/or data centre is using?
You answered NO.
You might be missing out on opportunities to save energy and costs. In fact, according to the US Department of
Energy DOE, energy use can be reduced as much as 80% between inefficient and efficient data centers. However,
in order to take advantage of these savings, you must first take steps to measure your servers and/or data center’s
energy use.
Work with your IT department to determine solutions to measure the energy consumed by your company’s servers
and/or data center.
Quick Fact: In 2013, U.S. data centers consumed an estimated 91 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity, about the
same as powering 34 large (500-megawatt) coal-fired power plants. That’s enough electricity to power all the
households in New York City twice over. (NRDC)

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #22: Do you take steps to improve the IT efficiency of your servers or data center?
You answered NO.
Data centers are among the fastest growing users of electricity in developed countries, and when they are not
managed properly, they can create inefficiencies that consume large amounts of unnecessary electricity. Examples
of these inefficiencies include hotspots (which require excess energy to cool), servers being underutilized and data
redundancies. By optimizing performance and use of space, you can cut your energy use and associated carbon
emissions. Learn More.
Here are some steps you can take to reduce the negative environmental footprint of your data center.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Take advantage of highly optimized, efficient servers
Eliminate idle servers
Gain high server utilization rates
Measure and manage performance
Identify and eliminate areas of power waste
Redesign infrastructure and facilities
Fit more in a radically smaller footprint and scale in less time
Responsibly manage equipment at end of life

Quick Fact: A typical data center wastes large amounts of energy powering equipment doing little or no work. The
average server operates at only 12-18% of capacity! (NRDC)

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #23: Has your organization adopted the cloud for some of its IT operations?
You answered NO.
With the capacity to store and process huge amounts of information from anywhere in the world, the cloud is
revolutionizing computing.
This flexible, modular approach offers powerful solutions for increasingly complex data challenges. There are
several advantages to leveraging the cloud compared to the traditional method of managing all computing services
in-house, including reduced energy consumption, improved operational efficiency and decreased capital
expenditure on IT resources.
Quick Fact: According to research conducted by Google, businesses could save 60-85 percent of their energy
costs by simply switching to cloud.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #24: Has your organization thought about how it can use the “Internet of Things” to increase efficiency?
You answered NO.
Imagine a city where streetlights save energy by automatically matching illumination levels to the amount of traffic
and ambient light, or where the lights order their own repairs and on-street Wi-Fi enables citizens to control homes
from their cars. These are two examples of the emerging capabilities of smart cities.
Smart cities are now starting to become a reality, thanks to the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT)—a
proliferation of connected devices that collect and exchange data to improve accuracy, efficiency, and insight in
our urban areas, and there are possibilities for your organization to leverage the Internet of Things to make smarter
and more efficient decisions.
Real Life Example: Hewlett Packard Enterprise partnered with DS Virgin Racing to accelerate the efficiency of
their Formula E electric racing cars. HPE IoT solutions deliver real-time analysis of driver, car, and track data,
offering new insights and improving the performance of these zero emission cars. Processing power is provided by
our energy, space, and materials-efficient HPE Moonshot servers—ensuring that we conserve resources while
meeting the data needs of this exciting new industry.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #25: Do you have IT tools that enable you to avoid travel where possible such as Phone and Internet
policies to allow working from home?
You answered NO.
IT tools that help you avoid travel include:
–
–
–
–

Skype / telephone / cell phones
Desktop sharing programs like Microsoft Lync
Video conferencing such as Cisco Telepresence, WebEx, HP Virtual Classroom, etc.
Ride share programs such as Sustainmobility

To allow employees to work from home, often you will need a combination of Human Resources, senior
management and IT to work on a set of policies and other tools to facilitate the program. Many offices do it
informally, but some managers are not comfortable having employees working in a different location and may be
concerned with data privacy. Technology can help by ensuring employees are easily reachable.
Here is a list of policies and incentives that encourage or enable employees to reduce their commuting / travel:
–
–
–
–
–

Work from home policy
Flexible hours policy
Preferred parking / free parking for ride share
Secure bicycle parking / showers
Subsidized public transit / paid parking to
discourage driving

–
–
–

Restricted business travel
Fleet policies: electric / hybrid vehicles
Car rental policies such which require use of hybrid
vehicles

Quick Facts and Tips:
–

Cars and Renewable Fuels: Before buying a new or used vehicle, check out the EPA green buying guide.
Highly fuel efficient cars, hybrids, and vehicles that use cleaner alternative fuels help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Click here to find another source for fuel economy ratings.

–

Flights: For business travel, consider whether a phone or video conference will get the job done. While
flying emits less carbon per mile traveled than driving, the distances traveled usually translate to greater
emissions overall. When you do need to fly, longer flight segments emit less carbon per mile than shorter
flights. The reason? Elevated carbon emissions during takeoff and landing are the same whether you are
traveling 250 miles or 2500 miles.

To help you track your employee and business travel and savings, conduct a travel audit using these Living Planet
@ Work tools.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #26: Do you have Skype / video conferencing / phone conference lines?
You answered NO.
Enabling collaboration from remote and multiple locations is fairly simple. Establishing a conference call system
ahead of time combined with low-end video conferencing can be very effective.
Quick Tip: Employees often prefer systems that can be operated from their desks and that don’t require travelling to
a remote conference room.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #27: Do you have commuter ride share programs?
You answered NO.
There are a number of ride sharing programs such as Sustainmobility and Smart Commute, which are located in the
Greater Toronto area. They provide services such as computerized systems to find a car pool, fun events, and
competitions to encourage people to share. Furthermore, programs like this can help to manage issues such as
privacy and emergency ride home programs that make it easy for employers and employees to make the most of
their ride share experience.

Quick Fact: Driving 10 percent less by walking, cycling, carpooling, or taking public transit, can reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 0.2 to 0.8 tonnes per year, depending on the vehicle. (Smart Commute)

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #28: For the programs above, do employees know:
– How to access them?
– How to use them?
– Are they incented to use them?
You answered NO.
Many companies find that simply buying and installing the newer technologies does not mean that employees will
use them. Here are a few tips for getting buy-in:
–
–
–
–
–

Communicate before and after demonstrating the savings or ease of use
Seek a leader to use and model to other employees
Offer convenient training or quick tips
Monitor usage – continuing to encourage peer to peer use and training
Celebrate savings

Contact LivingPlanetAtWork@wwfcanada.org to share your savings and successes with us!

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #29: Do you track how much they are used?
You answered NO.
As with all sustainability programs, measurement is key. Measuring your results will allow you to communicate the
savings to employees, and incorporate into a CSR report. If you are looking for help in writing your first report, Living
Planet @ Work has many tools that will help you along your journey.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #30: Do you ensure all printing equipment is responsibly recycled at end of life (ex. cartridges, equipment,
and paper)?
You answered NO.
Do you know where your recycling goes or if all employees recycle? HP offers free postage paid envelopes / boxes /
bags or even pallets for you to return your ink and toner cartridges. Alternatively you can drop them off at Staples
stores. Don’t forget: Rechargeable batteries and a number of other office items like pens can also go to Staples
stores. Check out this link for other locations that recycle rechargeable batteries.
Quick Fact: To leverage HP’s Planet Partners program, Check out the video. This closed loop process has up to a
33% lower footprint than using new plastic!

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #31: Do you have a reuse / recycle program for used electronics?
You answered NO.
Most companies, even today, still don’t have a plan to decide what they should do with used electronics. So what
happens? They simply store them in closets, under desks and in warehouses until the pile gets too big and someone
either throws them in the garbage or makes a hasty decision to pay a contractor to take them away.
Here’s what you need to know:
Used electronics can:
–
–

Contain sensitive and confidential data that must be wiped or destroyed (even printers and cell phones)
Be safely reused and have the highest value as soon as you have finished using them - as long as you wipe
the data first!
Contain valuable metals and plastics that can be readily recycled to avoid the need to dig mines for more

–

So what should you do?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have a plan
Identify who is responsible for managing used electronics
Make sure you know how you are protecting data security and the environment with your service provider
Audit your service provider if possible or at least make sure they are listed here.
Make sure your supplies, including batteries, are responsibly recycled.

Quick Tips:
–
–
–

HP Planet Partners takes back toner and ink cartridges free of charge. Did you know HP Planet Partners is
25 years old in 2016!
Watch videos on HP’s environmental programs and the cartridge and recycling process.
Order bags / boxes and shipping labels or simply drop it off at Staples stores. Find a battery recycling
location here.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #32: Do you ensure that paper is properly recycled?
You answered NO.
All office paper should be recycled. Different systems for recycling can be used. For example, some recyclers want
paper mixed with other recyclable materials, while others want just the paper.
For those that have a recycling system, it’s important to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Find out where your recycled materials are going
Find out how the recycling company wants to receive these materials
Clearly communicate this to your employees
Regularly check this is being done well & recognize employees for doing it

If you don’t have a recycling system, talk to your facility manager and ask for one. To get tips and support on how to
engage with your facility / property manager, e-mail the Living Planet @ Work team for tips and support.
Note: HP also takes back signs and banners printed on HP latex printers – go here to find out more.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #33: Does your company educate employees on the importance of responsibly recycling used electronic
equipment?
You answered NO.
It’s important to educate your colleagues about responsibly recycling used electronic equipment both at work and at
home. Improperly disposing of e-waste can lead to risks to human health, negative environmental consequences,
and potential data security concerns. Learn More.
Quick Tip: Here are some ways that you can educate your coworkers about how they can responsibly dispose of ewaste:
-

Put up posters around the office
Send out an e-mail educating staff about where they can take their used electronics and other hazardous
equipment (such as CFL bulbs).
Organize an e-waste collection event and encourage employees to bring their used electronic equipment so it
can be responsibly recycled
Organize a Smart Office Challenge scavenger hunt to educate your colleagues about their green IT impact,
including from e-waste

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #1: Are individual printers common on people’s desks?
Don’t know?
Read below and then take a walk around the office to find out the answer!
In most companies, there is no need to have a printer for every employee. An average ratio is 1 printer for every 7
employees, but some go as high as 1-10 or as low as 1-4. All you need is a multi-function printer (MFP) that can:
1. Print- 2 sided (also called duplex)
2. Scan-to-email so that you can eliminate the need for paper files (unless legally required) or sending hard copies
by courier / mail
3. Copy (used less if you have the scan-to-email function)
Quick Fact: If all imaging equipment in the US was Energy Star certified, we could prevent 17 billion pounds of
greenhouse gas emissions every year. That’s about the same as taking 1.6 million vehicles off the road! Learn More.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #2: Do you have separate printers, scanners and fax machines?
Don’t know?
That’s OK! Start now by surveying every piece of IT equipment in your office– printers, scanners and fax machines.
Each piece of equipment consumes electricity even when not in use (unless you switch them off). Combining these
functions into one device will help you save on electricity costs.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #3: Is your printer automatically set to print on both sides of the paper (duplex)?
Don’t know?
Check your printer settings. Automatically setting a printer to print double sided saves up to 50% of your paper. Paper
is the largest impact from printing (see Table 1) and in most cases, making this change does not cost you anything.
Work with your IT department to set the default setting on all printers to print double sided.
Furthermore, according to a report by TD Bank, the cost of procurement represents less than 10% of the total costs of
paper management in an organization. That means when you reduce your paper impact, the cost savings will amount
to far more than just the cost of the paper; you’ll also save on the costs associated with managing it.
Quick Tip: Making this change seems obvious to you as a green champion, but if you haven’t already done so,
encourage your colleagues to do the same. Letting your colleagues know about the savings associated with initiatives
like this can help to keep them engaged around your environmental campaigns and programs. You can even ask your
IT department to automatically set all printers to duplex printing if they haven’t done so already.
Table 1: The Relative energy and GHG impacts for aspects of office imaging devices

Source: Life Cycle Analysis in the Printing Industry: A Review

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #4: Do you see print jobs left uncollected at the end of the day?
Don’t know?
Documents left uncollected on printers can add up to as much as 30% of your paper usage. To reduce this
unnecessary consumption, you can purchase software / hardware to set your printers to only print when an employee
stands at the printer and scans in their card or code. This method, known as user authentication printing, also
increases data privacy, particularly if you have mobile employees. This security is critically important to your business
when handling personally identifiable information, especially when taking existing legal considerations into account.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #5: Do you switch off all your printers / scanners and fax machines at the end of the day and on
weekends?
Don’t know?
Printers (and other electrical equipment) left on overnight and on weekends can add up in energy costs, especially
during the hot summer months where it can take more energy to cool down your office space. Use HP’s Carbon
Footprint Calculator to find out what your savings could be (data for HP and non HP products are listed in the
calculator).
Quick Tip: Organize a Power Down challenge to engage your employees in remembering to switch off their PCs
and monitors. More information on how to organize a Power Down challenge is included in the Smart Office
Challenge toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #6: Have you loaded software to help you manage printer settings and track energy and paper usage?
Don’t know?
If you have a number of printers, but have to manually adjust each one to set on / off times or duplex setting, you are
missing the opportunity to leverage free software such as HP Web Jetadmin that can cut down on your management
time and produce reports for you. These reports can be used to tell your team if you are doing a good job of reducing
print, to give positive feedback to your employees and to provide data for a sustainability report.

BACK TO CHECKLIST
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Q #7: Do you know how much paper you use?
Don’t know?
Understanding how much paper you currently use is key to demonstrating your savings. If you only have data from
one office (or even just a portion of an office), you can easily estimate. You may also be able to get weight data from
your recycler (if you are recycling office paper). Download these Living Planet @ Work tools to help you identify your
annual quantity of paper used and its environmental attributes.
Quick Tip: Office paper use is the simplest place to start to reduce your impact. However, you will probably use paper
in other areas of your business too, so don’t forget to consider other paper and wood-based products such as:
–
–
–
–
–

Purchased fliers / marketing materials
Packaging
Napkins, toilet paper and hand towels
Office supplies like envelopes and notebooks
Disposable plates and other kitchenware

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #8: Do you encourage behavior or employ strategies to reduce unnecessary printing?
Don’t know?
Quick Tip: In many businesses, there are legal requirements to print certain documents or to keep hard copy files.
Fortunately, these are slowly being changed. However, as a green champion it’s important to be aware of this and not
try to force print reduction strategies where they are not appropriate. You will likely be more successful if you are
sensitive to individual needs. Employees with vision issues or certain types of learning disabilities may require to print
more than others.
On the flip side, there are many ways to take print out of business processes. With scan to email and cloud printers,
we can consider them more like “on / off” ramps to the cloud, where data can be safely stored, searched, accessed by
the right people and archived.
For example, setting up a banking process to eliminate the need for hard copies also removes the need for couriers to
take the hard copies to head office, resulting in an even bigger footprint reduction!
Check out this Living Planet @ Work resource to find common initiatives to reduce your workplace paper footprint.
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Q #9: Do all of your PCs have the power saving features enabled?
Don’t know?
The energy savings that come with buying an Energy Star certified PC can be undone by the user changing the
energy saving settings on the PC. To find out how to activate power management with your specific operating
system, click here.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #10: Do all employees shut down their computers and monitors at the end of the day?

Don’t know?
Find out by hosting a Power Down Challenge at your workplace! This challenge is a fun way fo determine how many
monitors are kept on overnight at the office (the results might surprise you!). For more information on how to organize
your own, visit the Smart Office Challenge toolkit.
Computers and monitors still consume energy, even when in sleep or standby mode. By encouraging employees to
turn off their PCs and monitors each night, you are saving both energy and money.
Quick Fact: Find out how much energy your electronic devices take up when not turned off.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #11: Has your organization taken steps to make your data more secure (ex. through means like user
authentication printing)?
Don’t know?
Without effective security strategies, your organization could be at risk for data breaches. Furthermore, you might be
missing out on the opportunity to reduce waste from unnecessary printing and save on costs.
Quick Fact: According to a Quocirca report, nearly 90 percent of enterprises say they have suffered at least one data
loss through unsecured printing! Learn More with HP’s new guidance document called the Printer Playbook.
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Q #12: Are your devices older than five years old?
Don’t know?
Electronic devices such as PCs, printers and monitors that are older than five years consume more electricity than
their newer counterparts. For example, in 2015, the average HP printer is 25% more energy efficient than an
equivalent five year old model. Even if you bought an Energy Star certified product five years ago, the standard has
changed and the new requirements for Energy Star are much more stringent.
Quick Tip: If mobility is not needed in your workplace, you can purchase mini desktops to reduce the energy use of
your operations without compromising performance.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #13: Do you have many different makes and types of printers?
Don’t know?
Take a walk around the office and check for the brand, make and model of your printer. If you have many different
makes and models of printers in your office(s) you have a good opportunity to standardize and save in two ways:
1. Standardize: Maintaining stocks of different supplies can be time consuming, expensive and even wasteful.
Reducing the number of and consolidating the types of printers will save your organization time and money.
2. Consider Managed Print Services: Instead of owning and maintaining your own printing equipment, consider
paying for the service of the equipment rather than the equipment itself. Managed Print Services can allow you
to track more information on your organization’s printing habits, and will manage the responsible disposal of the
product at its end of life.
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Q #14: Are you using FSC certified or paper that contains recycled content?
Don’t know?
Start by identifying what type of paper you’re using (for the office, in packaging and shipping materials and printed
materials) and who is responsible for buying it. If it does not contain recycled content or is not FSC certified, you
should suggest making the change. To find out how to measure your paper consumption and its environmental
attributes, download Living Planet @ Work’s Paper Audit Guide
Note: Purchasing FSC-certified or paper containing recycled content can be more expensive than the nonenvironmentally responsible counterpart. Therefore, you will need to demonstrate that you can cut costs in other in other
ways so that savings go towards purchasing more responsible paper.
Quick Fact: If you hold 2 pieces of paper up and try to tell which came from a responsibly managed forest and which
came from a clear cut forest, it is impossible to tell. The ONLY way to know is through eco-labels like the Forest
Stewardship Council (or FSC) logo.
Quick Tip: Having a policy on environmentally responsible printing is an important step to reducing your IT footprint. If
your organization does not have one already, work with your operations, finance and other relevant departments to
create one. Take a look at HP’s environmentally preferable paper policy for ideas on how you can structure your own.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #15: Are all of your PCs, printers and monitors Energy Star certified?
Don’t know?
Start by surveying all of your equipment to determine if they are Energy Star certified. If they are, this means that you
are selecting devices that are in the top 25% of lowest energy consuming products.
Energy Star applies to PCs, monitors, notebooks, printers, server, tablets and more. You can check out the energy
consumption of HP PCs here (this tool allows you to calculate what your energy costs and greenhouse gas emission
are in each province).

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #16: Are all of your PCs and printers EPEAT registered?
Don’t know?
Find out whether your equipment is EPEAT registered by searching through the list of products.
To save energy and further reduce your company’s environmental impact from IT, consider purchasing printers, PCs,
and other electronics that are EPEAT registered. EPEAT provides product ratings to electronics that support
organizations’ IT and sustainability goals. The system uses environmental criteria that address the full product
lifecycle, including product design, energy use and recycling. Learn More.
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Q #17: Do your printer cartridges contain recycled content?
Don’t know?
Purchasing ink and toner cartridges with recycled content reduces your environmental impact by conserving valuable
resources and saving on energy that would have been required to manufacture a cartridge with 100% virgin materials.
Quick Fact: HP’s Planet Partners recycling program takes back used ink and toner cartridges for recycling and put
some of those materials back into newly manufactured cartridges. Currently, more than 80% of HP’s ink cartridges
and 100% of HP LaserJet cartridges contain recycled content. Learn More

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #18: Do you have power bars that allow switching off of all accessories?
Don’t know?
Conduct an audit to determine how many employees have power bars on their desks, how many don’t, and how many
are using them to switch off equipment at the end of the day.
Quick Fact: While many people assume phantom power is so insignificant they don’t need to worry about it, it is
estimated that in Canada we could eliminate 2 power stations if we got rid of all the phantom power used. What’s one
way to address the phantom power issue? Make it easy for them to switch everything off at once by giving them a
power bar on their desk.
Quick Tip: Try these tips to help solve the phantom power issue:
1) Educate employees using posters and other communication
2) Make it easy for them to switch everything off at once by giving them a power bar on their desk
3) Activate a Power Down Challenge, reminding employees to power down each day! For more information on how
to organize a Power Down Challenge, see the Smart Office Challenge toolkit.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #19: Do you have any green procurement policies and/or practices for any of your IT equipment?
Don’t know?
Check out Living Planet @ Work’s tools to help you develop a company procurement policy. And, for more details on
buying greener electronics, check out the HP’s White Paper on Sustainable IT Procurement.
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Q #20: Are your employees aware of the environmental footprint related to sending an e-mail?
Don’t know?
So often, people don’t associate an environmental footprint with data usage because it seems invisible. However,
data is collected, processed, stored and managed in large data centers that together consume a considerable amount
of energy. Today, the public cloud—data centers accessed through the internet—uses more energy than Germany
and Japan combined! (Hewlett Packard Enterprise) To provide a very tangible example, sending and storing
unnecessary e-mails has a carbon impact that adds up. By reducing the number of unnecessary e-mails you send
and store, you are helping to reduce the carbon footprint of your organization. In fact, sending 65 e-mails has about
the same carbon footprint as driving an average-sized car about a kilometer! (Phys.org)
Quick Tip: Here are some tips to reduce your carbon footprint from e-mails:
-

Delete e-mails if you think you will no longer need them.
Don’t hit ‘reply all’ if you do not think it’s necessary.
Instead of attaching a file to an e-mail, consider sending the link to a Sharepoint site or common drive.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #21: Do you know how much energy your organization’s servers and/or data centres are using?
Don’t know?
You might be missing out on opportunities to save energy and costs. In fact, according to the US Department of
Energy DOE, energy use can be reduced as much as 80% between inefficient and efficient data centers. However, in
order to take advantage of these savings, you must first take steps to measure your data center’s energy use.
Work with your IT department to determine solutions to measure the energy consumed by your company’s servers
and/or data center.
Quick Fact: In 2013, U.S. data centers consumed an estimated 91 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity, about the same
as powering 34 large (500-megawatt) coal-fired power plants. That’s enough electricity to power all the households in
New York City twice over. (NRDC)
Quick Fact: HPE Power Advisor is an easy-to-use tool that estimates data center power requirements for server and
storage combinations. It’s available as an online tool or a downloadable application.
Learn More.
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Q #22: Do you take steps to improve the IT efficiency of your servers or data center?
Don’t know?
By optimizing performance and use of space, you can cut your energy use and associated carbon emissions.
Quick Tip: Here are some steps you can take to reduce the negative environmental footprint of your data center.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Take advantage of highly optimized, efficient servers
Eliminate idle servers
Gain high server utilization rates
Measure and manage performance
Identify and eliminate areas of power waste
Redesign infrastructure and facilities
Fit more in a radically smaller footprint and scale in less time
Responsibly manage equipment at end of life

Quick Fact: A typical data center wastes energy powering equipment that’s doing little or no work. In fact, the
average server operates at only 12-18% of capacity! (NRDC)

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #23 : Has your organization adopted the cloud for some of its IT operations?
Don’t know?
With the capacity to store and process huge amounts of information from anywhere in the world, the cloud is
revolutionizing computing.
This flexible, modular approach offers powerful solutions for increasingly complex data challenges. There are several
advantages to leveraging the cloud compared to the traditional method of managing all computing services in-house,
including reduced energy consumption, improved operational efficiency and decreased capital expenditure on IT
resources.
Quick Fact: According to research conducted by Google, businesses could save 60-85 percent of their energy costs
by simply switching to cloud.
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Q #24: Has your organization thought about how it can use the “Internet of Things” to increase efficiency?
Don’t know?
Imagine a city where streetlights save energy by automatically matching illumination levels to the amount of traffic and
ambient light, or where the lights order their own repairs and on-street Wi-Fi enables citizens to control homes from
their cars. These are two examples of the emerging capabilities of smart cities.
Smart cities are now starting to become a reality, thanks to the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT)—a proliferation
of connected devices that collect and exchange data to improve accuracy, efficiency, and insight in our urban areas,
and there are possibilities for your organization to leverage the Internet of Things to make smarter and more efficient
decisions.
Real Life Example: Hewlett Packard Enterprise partnered with DS Virgin Racing to accelerate the efficiency of their
Formula E electric racing cars. HPE IoT solutions deliver real-time analysis of driver, car, and track data, offering new
insights and improving the performance of these zero emission cars. Processing power is provided by our energy,
space, and materials-efficient HPE Moonshot servers—ensuring that we conserve resources while meeting the data
needs of this exciting new industry.
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Q #25: Do you have IT tools that enable you to avoid travel where possible such as Phone and Internet
policies to allow working from home?
Don’t know?
Do some digging to learn if you have IT tools that enable you to avoid travel. These include:
–
–
–
–

Skype/telephone/cell phones
Desktop sharing programs like Microsoft Lync
Video conferencing such as Cisco Telepresence, WebEx, HP Virtual Classroom, etc.
Ride share programs such as Sustainmobility

Here is a list of the policies / incentives that encourage or enable employees to reduce their commuting / travel:
–
–
–
–

Work from home policy
Flexible hours policy
Preferred parking / free parking for ride share
Secure bicycle parking / showers

–
–
–
–

Subsidized public transit / paid parking to discourage
driving
Restricted business travel
Fleet policies: electric / hybrid vehicles
Car rental policies such as requiring hybrid vehicles

To help you track your employee and business travel and savings, conduct a travel audit using these Living Planet @
Work tools.
Quick Facts and Tips:
-

Cars and Renewable Fuels: Before buying a new or used vehicle, check out the EPA green buying guide.
Highly fuel efficient cars, hybrids, and vehicles that use cleaner alternative fuels help reduce greenhouse gases
emissions. Click here to find another source for fuel economy ratings.

-

Flights: For business travel, consider whether a phone or video conference will get the job done. While flying
emits less carbon per mile traveled than driving, the distances traveled usually translate to greater emissions
overall. When you do need to fly, longer flight segments emit less carbon per mile than shorter flights. The
reason? Elevated carbon emissions during takeoff and landing are the same whether you are traveling 250
miles or 2500 miles.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #26: Do you have Skype / video conferencing / phone conference lines?
Don’t know?
Enabling collaboration from remote and multiple locations is fairly simple. Establishing a conference call system
ahead of time combined with low-end video conferencing can be very effective.
Quick Tip: Employees often prefer systems that can be operated from their desks and that don’t require travelling to
a remote conference room.
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Q #27: Do you have commuter ride share programs?
Don’t know?
There are a number of ride sharing programs such as Sustainmobility and Smart Commute, which are located in the
Greater Toronto area. They provide services such as computerized systems to find a car pool, fun events, and
competitions to encourage people to share. Furthermore, programs like this can help to manage issues such as
privacy and emergency ride home programs that make it easy for employers and employees to make the most of their
ride share experience.
Quick Fact: Driving 10 percent less by walking, cycling, carpooling, or taking public transit, can reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 0.2 to 0.8 tonnes per year, depending on the vehicle. (Smart Commute)

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #28: For the programs above, do employees know:
– How to access them?
– How to use them?
– Are they incented to use them?
Don’t know?
Here are a few tips for getting buy-in:
–
–
–
–
–

Communicate before and after demonstrating the savings or ease of use
Seek a leader to use and model to other employees
Offer convenient training or quick tips
Monitor usage – continuing to encourage peer to peer use and training
Celebrate savings

Contact LivingPlanetAtWork@wwfcanada.org to share your savings and successes with us!

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #29: Do you track how much they are used?
Don’t know?
As with all sustainability programs, measurement is key. Measuring your results will allow you to communicate the
savings to employees, and incorporate into a CSR report. If you are looking for help in writing your first report, Living
Planet @ Work has many tools that will help you along your journey.
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Q #30: Do you recycle all cartridges, equipment and paper?
Don’t know?
Start by monitoring what happens to all of your end-of-life cartridges, equipment and paper. HP offers free postage
paid envelopes / boxes / bags or even pallets for you to return your ink and toner cartridges. Alternatively you can
drop them off at Staples stores. Don’t forget: Rechargeable batteries can also go to Staples stores. Check out this link
for other locations that recycle rechargeable batteries.
Quick Fact: To leverage HP’s Planet Partners program, Check out the video. This closed loop process has up to a
33% lower footprint than using new plastic!

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #31: Do you have a reuse / recycle program for used electronics?
Don’t know?
Used electronics can:
–
–
–

Contain sensitive and confidential data that must be wiped or destroyed (even printers and cell phones)
Be safely reused and have the highest value as soon as you have finished using them
Contain valuable metals and plastics that can be readily recycled to avoid the need to mine for more

So what should you do?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have a plan
Identify who is responsible for managing used electronics
Make sure you know how you are protecting data security and the environment with your service provider
Audit your service provider if possible or at least make sure they are listed here.
Make sure your supplies, including batteries, are responsibly recycled.

Quick Tips:
–
–
–

HP Planet Partners takes back toner and ink cartridges free of charge.
Watch videos on HP’s environmental programs and the cartridge and recycling process.
You can drop off e-waste, including batteries at your local Staples store.
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Q #32: Do you ensure that paper is properly recycled?
Don’t know?
All office paper should be recycled. Different systems for recycling can be used. For example, some recyclers want
paper mixed with other recyclable materials, while others want just the paper.
For those that have a recycling system, it’s important to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Find out where your recycled materials are going
Find out how the recycling company wants to receive these materials
Clearly communicate this to your employees
Regularly check this is being done well and recognize employees for doing it

If you don’t have a recycling system, talk to your facility manager and ask for one. To get support on how to engage
with your facility / property manager, e-mail the Living Planet @ Work team.
Note HP also takes back signs and banners printed on HP latex printers – go here to find out more.

BACK TO CHECKLIST

Q #33: Does your company educate employees on the importance of responsibly recycling used electronic
equipment?
Don’t know?
It’s important to educate your colleagues about responsibly recycling used electronic equipment both at work and at
home. Improperly disposing of e-waste can lead to risks to human health, negative environmental consequences, and
potential data security concerns. Learn More.
Quick Tip: Here are some ways to educate your coworkers about how they can responsibly dispose of e-waste:
–
–
–
–

Put up posters around the office
Send out an e-mail educating staff about where they can take their used electronics and other hazardous
equipment (such as CFL bulbs).
Organize an e-waste collection event and encourage employees to bring their used electronic equipment
Organize a Smart Office Challenge scavenger hunt to educate your colleagues about their green IT impact,
including from e-waste
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